Multiple subwoofer wiring diagram
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Related Articles. Method 1 of Have all components, tools ready and checked. This includes
drills, drill bits, island keys, and wrenches. But most importantly, make sure you have the
correct wires for the job. Gather the necessary materials. Remember that each amp needs a
power, a ground, and a REM remote wire going through them. The best way to connect multiple
amps when it comes to REM, is through one remote wire. Since the remote wire basically tells
the amp when the radio is on, all amps can be connected to the same remote wire. Best thing to
do is for power wire is connect each amp with a separate power using a distribution block,
which is essentially a casing that allows one wire to supply power to multiple wires one wire
from the battery goes in and three wires can come out. Connect one power wire wire that
connects from the battery to the amps to your distribution block. Your thickest or lowest gauge
wire should be your main one. Have the the remaining wire go to each amp as a power wire.
Make sure each amp has its own separate ground. Wire can burn and melt if too much current is
running through it so one wire is your best bet. Method 2 of Know your amps' and sub woofers'
limits. This is crucial to achieve perfect precision with 4, 6, and 8 or more sub woofers. An amp
that is rated at w RMS Root Mean Square, or the average watt the speaker is intended to receive
and play with set for 1 ohm can power two 2-ohm subs rated at w RMS. That same amp can
power four 4ohm subs and so forth. But the more subs an amp is placed on, the less power it
can give to each individual sub. In fact, you always want the power from the amp to be slightly
higher than what the sub s requires; a w amp will work well with a 7 or W RMS sub. Just make
sure that the sub's peak power is rated above w. If rated under, make sure your amp's level is
not too high as you can damage the sub. If you have a really powerful amp that's w RMS or
higher, then you can really power multiple subs at once without any problem. Connect all subs
to the same terminals in the amp. However, depending on whether you wish to connect them in
series or parallel or bridge the amp, you may only use two terminals. Refer to your amp's
diagram for more specifics. Method 3 of These are also known as "door speakers", "vocal
speakers", "6 by 5" or "6 by 9" and more. If you're trying to install more than what your car
originally came with, the same rules should be applied to those of subs. Make sure your
4-channel amp can play them all without being so powerful that they damage the speakers.
Because most speakers are rated to 8 ohms, you can generally connect many speaker to one
amp without any problems. Connect all mids and highs with the same power and ground. All
cars have pre-wired powers and grounds that go through the doors and the back dash. It would
be foolish to run multiple wires through your door and dash to play multiple speakers with such
low wattage. Connect all speakers through the adjacent speakers that are pre-wired through the
car. Just make sure the power and ground are positioned properly throughout the process.
Method 4 of Follow the general rule: for power, ground and speaker wires, the lower the number
and thicker the wire, the better. Remote and RCA wires are always small. People tend to
underestimate the amount and size of wires that they need when installing many components in
a car audio systems. It may save you a lot of time and money. Always use the biggest but most
appropriate wire in case you decide to upgrade your sound system. If you previously had a W
system, then that 8 gauge wire may work. But if you upgrade to more powerful amps and subs,
say w, that 8 gauge will burn and melt in no time at all. Then you will have to remove it, and

rewire the car with 2 gauge wire. If you have a feeling that you may go bigger in the future,
chose bigger wire. Multiple Wires can lead to ground noise. People with many components and
wires running through their car can easily end up getting "ground noise," which is the whining
sound that plays through your speakers and rises and falls with the rev of your engine. A large
power wire can create massive amounts of electromagnetic interference that can be picked up
by RCA's of a 4-channel, and subsequently relayed back through the radio and mids and highs
as ground noise. Fix the problem by running the power wire to the left of the driver side seat
and placing the amp and RCA's under the passenger seat. Make everything color coded and
neat. If power is red wire, ground is black, and remote is blue, then you will have an easier time
keeping track of your wires and what they connect to. Otherwise, if one amp fails, you may find
yourself overwhelmed and needlessly tearing out wires. Method 5 of Determine whether you
need multiple batteries and capacitors. If you have a w amp playing three w subs, but they really
sound weak, then it's time to get more power. Alternatively, play the bass as loud as you can
and see if your dome lights dim or not. If they barely flicker, then your power is manageable, but
if they almost go dark with each bass note, then it's time for more power. There are three ways
to go: capacitors, alternators, and batteries. Capacitors are usually small cylinders that come
with a digital display showing your voltage in your car. They are rated by Farad's and the higher
they are, the better the cap can store and release volts. Be warned: many capacitors are nothing
more than expensive voltage meters. They are for very minor power problems and simply add a
more sophisticated look to an audio system. A 1-farad capacitor could potentially cost
hundreds of dollars and not solve any power problems. The ideal voltage for a car audio system
varies. For a low-end system, For average systems, Anything below 9 is extremely bad and
should not be used until more power is added. You may completely drain your existing car
battery and render it useless. The cheapest way to fix a major power problem is with more
batteries. Although wet cells can be used, they could spill battery acid in your car if they leak.
Dry cell batteries are a better choice if you can afford them. Dry cells have no battery acid and
are extremely safe in a vehicle. To install multiple batteries or capacitors , connect the main
battery in the engine bay with the another one elsewhere in the car that has a large, low gauge
wire like a 4 or 2. Systematically connect the next battery by running a wire from the first battery
power, to the second battery power, and so on until you reach the last battery. Connect the last
battery to the amp s with a separate wire. Connect the batteries in the car with a large ground
wire and ground it in metal. Be sure to put them in a sequence: first battery connected to the
main in engine bay and last battery connected to the amp s. By getting a larger alternator that
puts of more amperage, your battery will be continuously and quickly charged. Whenever
massive amounts of power is needed, it's directed from the alternator much more than the
battery, giving you more power. A good amp alternator can really make a difference in sound
quality and bass. You just have to find it for a good price and have it installed. Method 6 of
Check and double-check all connections. Before you turn on your car, make sure all
connections are solid and correct. Make sure all amps are properly grounded and REMnd.
Excess wire should not be sticking out and relatively close other wires of different charge. Use
fuses for all battery to amp connections. If you blow a or amp fuse just by listening to music,
then check specialty stores for and amp fuses. Finally, use electrical tape your best friend when
dealing with wire to cover up exposed wire. A thin strip can stop your entire system from being
nothing but overpriced junk. It all depends on what kind of car you have. Some dashboards
have clips were you can pop your dash off and other cars have some screws you need to take
off before you pop it off and it's the same with door panels. There will be some screws once you
take them off lift up on the panel and pull it out. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Include your
email address to get a message when this question is answered. The simplest, but ill-advised,
method for connecting multiple amps is to connect the wire to the amp, and through the same
terminal, have another wire extend out to the next amp. However, many complications can arise
from using one wire to power many amps. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Unless you really need to, do
not get multiple batteries or capacitors. This is by far the most dangerous aspect of any
high-end car audio system, as it can literally ruin equipment if not properly installed. Dry cell
batteries are better than wet cell batteries because the latter could spill battery acid in your car
if they leak. Dry cell batteries do not contain battery acid. Cars were never meant to hold 10
speakers bass and vocal and as such, cars are ill equipped to deal with the major power
demands that come with thousands of watts of power. A big problem many people make is
accidentally connecting the ground to the 12v power in the amp and vice versa. If your amp
does not have a good protect system, it could easily blow because of a silly mistake. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: February 10, Categories: Car Radios and
Sound Systems. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Is this
article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our

cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Keep up with tech in just 5 minutes a
week! Sign Up Now. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! There is often a lot of
confusion on how to wire a car audio capacitor a. There are two terminals on a car audio
capacitor. A positive and a negative. The negative terminal is connected to ground. See the
diagram below. NOTE: If you have a third smaller terminal it is probably the remote turn on for a
digital display. This will cause your amplifier's power supply to be cut off. The power capacitor
acts like a small battery power storage so it is connected as shown in the diagram. The
downside of this type of connection is you don't know if the power capacitor fails since the
amplifier will continue to work with or without a working power capacitor. Ideally the power
capacitor should be as close as possible to the amplifier. Within a couple of feet is acceptable.
This keeps any cable losses to a minimum. To learn more about how car audio capacitors work
click here. Here's how to wire two capacitors in a system. In the diagram both capacitors have
their ground terminals wired together but you could also ground them independently. You can
even fabricate or purchase "buss bars" which are solid pieces of metal that connect the
capacitors both physically and electrically. These "buss bars" are generally bare metal so they
can be dangerous if not installed properly. Use caution if you take this route. This is done with a
resistor and a voltmeter. The exact value of the resistor is not critical but I would keep it in the k
ohm range. I would recommend getting a 1 watt resistor if possible your capacitor may have
come with a resistor for charging. A lower wattage resistor will heat up too quickly. Also, do not
hold the resistor with your bare hand. The current flowing through the resistor will cause the
resistor to heat up and you could be burned. A good place to put the resistor is in the main
power wire fuse holder the one installed near the battery. Simply substitute the resistor for the
fuse. A diagram for the capacitor charging setup is shown below. You will need to place a
voltmeter across the capacitor to monitor the voltage. Once the voltmeter reads 12 volts or
close to it you can remove the voltmeter and replace the resistor with the power fuse.
Alternatively you can measure the voltage across the charging resistor. It should start around
12 volts and slowly work its way down to 0 volts. When the voltage stops changing you have
charged the capacitor completely. Another method for charging involves using an old style test
light instead of a resistor. The connection is similar alligator clip on one side, probe on the
other but you don't need a voltmeter to monitor voltage. When the bulb goes out the capacitor is
charged because the voltage across the bulb went from 12volts to 0volts. The Car Audio Help
DVD catalog includes five different videos covering many areas of car audio installation and
custom fabrication. Topics range from basic system installation head units, amplifiers,
speakers, etc. If you're interested in custom fabrication and car audio installation be sure to
check out what we have to offer. Click here to see the discount DVD packages. Links Contact
Privacy Policy. Want to know how to wire your dual voice coil subwoofer or match the right kind
to your amplifier? Read on to find out more. Dual voice coil speakers are extremely similar to
single voice coil models except for having a 2nd voice coil winding, wire, and wire terminals.
They produce sound when a musical signal is supplied. Dual voice coil DVC speakers, which
are most often subwoofers, are almost the same as standard single voice coil speakers. Single
voice coil subwoofers have only one speaker voice coil winding while dual voice coil models
have a 2nd voice coil of the same Ohm rating impedance added in the bobbin. Power handling
ratings are usually very similar always double-check to be sure but might be a bit different.
These days, most car amplifiers have certain power ratings in Watts at a specific speaker load
Ohm rating. For example, a mono amplifier might have the following power ratings:. A 2 ohm
DVC subwoofer could be used and wired in parallel to allow the amp to put out its full power. As
I mentioned earlier, not all amplifiers can be bridged. How can you add a subwoofer and supply
it with enough power without having to buy a second amp? With a dual voice coil subwoofer,
you could use one channel for each of the voice coils to drive the subwoofer with enough
power. The rest is relatively easy! Then pick the right number of dual voice coil subwoofers that
can be wired to match that required by the amp. Click here to download the. PDF 2 Ohm dual
voice coil sub wiring diagram. You can also message me directly here. So right off the bat the
sub is at 2 OHMS. I have it paired to a Mono 2 OHM amp at watts. Now this amp has connections
for 2 channels. At the moment I have it hooked up to one channel going to one set of sub
terminals. I hope I explained the best that I could. Basically the same as using 2 separate SVC
subwoofers but just in one subwoofer instead. Yes, old school I know. What do you suggest I
wire it down to? Thank you. Hi there. I would wire one voice coil to each channel and drive the
RCA inputs with a mono signal same on both channels. Forgot to mention adding 2 bullet
tweeters also db drive to the same 4 channel amp, please assist with best case Thank you in
Advance. That would work. It states w and w nominal. Based on your diagrams, I think that the

output will be 8ohms. However I will like to know what size of amp I need to push it. Hi Marty,
Would seriously change the wiring on the subs. Would purchase a 2 channel amp X 2 ohm. For
the subs. They are w max with 80w nom and they are 4 ohms. I also have to get 2 midrange
speakers. I would like you to: 1 suggest the no. Depending on your suggestion, what size of
amp s would you recommend. Otherwise, you could use a good 2 ohm stable 2-channel amp to
drive both pairs of speakers, but that offers a bit less flexibility. When speakers share an amp
channel they have to share the power available, too. Hi Marty, I am trying to finalize everything I
need for my Car audio project and I need some of your very specialized knowledge. The
following is a list of what I have and what I am looking to purchase. Here goes:. Have to get a 2
ohm 2 channel amp. Selected these 4 from ebay in no particular order. You decide if you like
any of them or make your own recommendation. Again, you decide if you like them or
recommend a different brand. I have to purchase a pair of Tweeters. You can suggest a pair. A
Amplifier for the highs and midrange B Crossover either 2,3 or 4 way electronic. The midrange
are ok but not necessarily suited well for bass in the range of vocals in music. Hi Marty, Thanks
very much. Really appreciate the advice. Going with them all. However 2 things, first the JBL
speakers are 3 ohm. Regards Tony. The component sets I recommended are full range, not
midrange. Tweeters are highs, to be very specific about the terminology. Hello Marty, I do not
have a contact page for you. You can send it to me. You can also contact me via my email.
However this may be my last post. You said that I do not need a crossover. Hi, the Contact page
is in the menu at the top or just go here. Generally speaking, how the amps are connected
depends on your head unit. Some have one pair of RCAs while others have up to 3 pairs or even
none. Also, some amps have RCA outputs which can easily be then connected to a second
amp. You can use RCA Y adapters to connect to all 4 inputs there also. You have been very
insightful and very very helpful. Your knowledge is tremendous. Marty, you are one of the guys
and I hope you keep up the good work. Your articles are very interesting and helpful. Again,
Thanks very much. Thanks, Anthony. Please help. Or what specifically? Good morning. Are you
able to remove the speakers from the box? Hi Marty, its me, Anthony. The 6X9 speaker is 80
watts rms. The tweeter is 90 watts rms. Can i use them connected together on the watt rms per
channel amp? Would there be any issues? Regards Anthony. Yes, you sure can. Hello Jesse I
need a bit more info, especially specific model of the amp or just tell me the min. What is a dual
voice coil speaker? Single vs dual voice coil subs: which is better? PDF version you can view or
print. Your comments are welcome! I hope I explained the best that I could Reply. Forgot to
mention adding 2 bullet tweeters also db drive to the same 4 channel amp, please assist with
best case Thank you in Advance Reply. Hopefully that helps. Regards Tony Reply. Tony Reply.
Best regards. Regards Anthony Reply. Always great to get your insight. Keep up the good work.
Thank you very much for the information. I am Marwan from Iraq. Do you have a YouTube
channel? Click on the image to enlarge it or click here for the Adobe. The resistance value
comes from a long coil of wire inside each speaker called a voice coil. A voice coil is a coil of
wire that, when placed inside a magnetic field, makes the speaker move and produce sound
when driven by an amplifier. Speakers contain a long wound loop of wire called a voice coil.
This increases the amount of stress and heat it has to handle. For example, connecting a 4 ohm
speaker to an amplifier that is labeled as working with 8 ohm speakers would mean it would
have to produce double the electrical current to the speaker! The recommended speaker
impedance ratings are usually listed above the speaker wire posts. A home stereo, for example,
may often list ohms as being ok for use. Also, attempting to wire two 8 ohm speakers in parallel
to an 8 ohm stereo would have the same effect. Two 8 ohm speakers in parallel is equal to 4
ohms total that the amp will see. They ended up with a burned-out amplifier. An amplifier can
only handle so much heat and stress before it fails, so be sure to observe these rules. Be sure
you wire speakers to meet the minimum Ohm rating you need. Speakers are different than other
devices in that they work using alternating current AC instead of direct current DC. This is good
news! As I mentioned, speakers work by moving a cone back and forth in order to produce
sound. The result is a strange and poor sounding stereo. When speakers are wired the opposite
of each other sound waves cancel out. When wired the same, sound waves add together for
more sound. Speakers that are wired differently sound poor because much of the sound is
canceled out. So the most important thing here to remember is to wire speakers consistently
the same way as each other. The job of a crossover also called a passive crossover , because it
use basic capacitors and inductors rather than electronics is to restrict the music production
each speaker tries to produce. Unlike standard separate speakers, 2-way and 3-way speakers
that have a crossover can only be used in parallel and not in series. This is because unlike
separate speakers with no crossovers, in this case, many sounds will be filtered out. What this
means is that little to no sound would be produced if another 2-way speaker is connected in
series. In some cases, more speakers can be added to increase the amount of volume you can

get or to place speakers in more rooms, more locations in your vehicle, and so on. You also
may have wondered what would happen if you bought an amplifier with twice the power of your
present one. It increases a few decibels dB for each speaker added. This is because of how the
human ear works and the physics of sound, along with how speakers work and how much
volume they can produce for a given amount of power. Generally speaking, the human ear will
hear a very small amount of volume increase for each doubling of acoustic power: about 3
decibels dB. For most people, the small amount of volume increase you notice when turning up
a volume knob 1 notch is somewhere around 3dB. It increases it a very small amount as far as
your ears are concerned. Most people need an amplifier that can produce enough volume to fill
a room or vehicle and turn up the volume from time to time. I like to use 50W or higher per
channel as a good rule of thumb when buying an amplifier. Have questions, comments, or
suggestions? Be sure to leave a comment below or send me a message. Confused about
tweeters? Thanks for any input. I think the best thing to do would be to pull out the crossover s
from the cabinet and check at each point in the crossover for sound with a test speaker or for a
signal if you have access to an oscilloscope. If a capacitor is bad that could be the issue, but it
could be something else. Hi, this is a very well written article explain the speaker connections. I
have searched the internet and I think this is the best place to explain the situation I am facing.
Firstly, Is my speakers matching my amp or do I run the risk of blowing it up again. And
secondly how should I rewire it in series or parallel.?. Hi Leo. I cover a similar example here
System 3 in the diagram. Wiring 2 or 3-way speakers in series causes issues with the sound. As
you said in your other article, I was not able to locate the resistor in any local shops in my area.
Is there an alternate option? And if connected in a series without the resistor it is 24 Ohm, but if
I run it in 2 series Tweeter and Mid and 1 low in parallel the Ohm Load is 5. If the ohms is higher
that the amplifier is that ok? Or again do I again run the risk of blowing up the amplifier? They
need to be in parallel else the sound will be affected due to the crossovers. Regarding buying
resistors you can usually find them online at Parts Express, Amazon, or eBay. Also at some
other electronics retailers depending on what country you live in. I find these articles extremely
helpful as I am learning to set up my home audio systems and have recently tinkered with
creating bluetooth speakers from components fitted into glass bottles. I knew very little about
this previously so forgive my ignorance here. I have a bluetooth module with inputs of Left
Right and Ground. I have two 4 ohm speakers which I have soldered as you highlighted and I
got everything to work but I am unsure if I have attached the speaker wires correctly. I attached
the positive from the left to the L on the module, the Negative from the right speaker to the R on
the module and the 2 other wires to the Ground. I soldered all in place after testing and hearing
sound from both speakers but I am wondering should I have done it differently as I will try to do
another one shortly. Any advice would be very appreciated. Hi Marty :- I could use some
assistance. I have a brand new EQ from years ago if you can manage that on. I have a Pyle 2 X
max power amp if needed. Please tell me how to set this up. Please help so I can get back to my
tunes!! Thank you so much in advance. Any questions for me, ask away Hi Lucille. Just 2 quick
things first: The RX-V a 5. Also, there are only 2 front speaker channel outputs, not 4. There are
usually some options in most receivers to do that. Marty, came across the article trying to wire
two bookshelf speakers in series. In short, I have an existing amplifier that wants 8ohm
speakers. The speakers in my system are all connected through a 6 set speaker selector. Most
of the time I only run 3 at a time. My issue is the bookshelf speakers I bought are 4ohm, mistake
on my part. If I wire them in series, they will not longer be left and right, will this cause a
different sound than if they were wired normally in parallel to separate L and R channels?
Alternatively, you could consider getting an inexpensive amp with decent power that can drive 4
ohm speakers and use that instead. I have an article here on how to do that. How can i connect
2woovers to one plug head, one woover has 4wires 2pairs and the other has 2wires 1pair from
the woover, how can i connect them to the same plug of 4 wires, both having impedance of 4
ohms each. Hi Marty, Thanks for the well written article. The speakers are Zu Omen Defs,
Paradigm V12 subwoofer and the integrated is a Moon i so which would have the best sound,
high-level or low? Thanks for your time. Hi Aaron. Hi, thanks for the simple explanation and
diagrams. Two questions regarding parallel wiring: 1. When connecting two pairs of speakers to
each channel of a stereo amplifier can the individual speaker connections be made at the amp
speaker terminals as opposed to spliced in line as shown in the diagram? The speakers are
Paradigm Monitor 7 ver. The connections are bi-wired. The other speakers are Large Advents,
2-ways, 8 ohm, sensitivity 1w 88 dB. The terminals are marked 8 ohm and O. I planned to have
one Paradigm and one Advent per channel. Is the 8 ohm terminal positive or negative? Thank
you in advance of your response. Yes, you can do that if you like. It usually happens for bass
frequencies when that does occur. Overheating or permanent damage can result. Your
comments are welcome! Thanks for any input Reply. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Hi

Marty, thankyou for the quick reply, As you said in your other article, I was not able to locate the
resistor in any local shops in my area. Hi Marty, I find these articles extremely helpful as I am
learning to set up my home audio systems and have recently tinkered with creating bluetooth
speakers from components fitted into glass bottles. Any questions for me, ask away :- Reply.
How can i connect 2woovers to one plug head, one woover has 4wires 2pairs and the other has
2wires 1pair from the woover, how can i connect them to the same plug of 4 wires, both having
impedance of 4 ohms each Reply. Hi there Will. A DVC speaker has two voice coils, each with its
own set of terminals. Note : Many of the wiring options shown in this application may not be
compatible with your amplifier because of low impedance loads. Please check your amplifier
owner's manual to determine the best wiring option and verify the overall impedance load is
compatible with your amplifier before making any connections. Close Menu. Car Security.
Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site
Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. Select quantity and impedance. Speaker Qty. Select Qty.
Search the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use
of this information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information.
Subwoofer Wiring Wizard. Additional combinations and values may be calculated with our
Parallel and Series Calculators. If you do not find the information you're looking for, please post
your request at the12volt's Install Bay - Mobile Electronics Forums. We will NOT respond to any
requests by e-mail. Skar Audio Rewards Points. Why was my order canceled? Damaged or
Defective Items. My Order is Lost. Wrong Address on Order. Do I Qualify for Free Shipping?
Does Skar Audio offer International Shipping? What is Skar Audio's Return Policy? Skar Audio
Returns. Amazon Returns. Refund FAQs. What is Skar Audio's Warranty Policy? What is
covered under Warranty? Skar Audio Warranty. Amazon Warranty. Amplifier Wiring Kits.
Resetting Amplifier Protection Circuitry. Amplifier Repair. Amplifier Settings. RMS vs Peak
Power. Coil Configurations. Subwoofer Break-In Process. Prefabricated Enclosures. Choosing
An Enclosure. Custom Enclsoures. Component vs Coaxial Speakers. Skar Audio Rewards
Points Eligibility. Updated 3 months ago by Jordan Alexander. Skar Audio is happy to provide
wiring guides for various coil configurations. Please please click your desired coil configuration
and subwoofer combination to reveal the possible wiring combinations. Wiring any Skar Audio
subwoofer or amplifier below 1 ohm will automatically void your warranty on the product.
Knowledge Base. Knowledge Base Main Site Contact. How did we do? We are always preaching
the more subs the better in a home theater system particularly two to four for a variety of
reasons such as; smoother bass response across a wider listening area and increased dynamic
range. So now that you've decided to purchase two or four subs, its time to show you how to
connect them up properly to ensure you achieve the maximum benefits of a multi sub system.
This article has been recently updated to incorporate two YouTube video discussions - 1. Why
Multi-Sub, 2. How to Connect Multi-Sub. Before reading this article, the reader is advised to
check out our recently added YouTube video discussion on this subject matter to understand
the benefits of using multiple subwoofers in a home theater environment. We get a lot of
questions about what types of subs to purchase for a multiple sub setup. Implementing an
inferior subwoofer with a good one will limit your systems dynamic range and bandwidth to the
weaker sub making your ears focus on the one that is breaking up and running out of steam.
Mixing different subs will also reduce the success of canceling out room resonances since they
will exhibit different amplitude and phase responses. Always select two well designed
subwoofers preferably the same that are each in their own capable of filling your theater room
with ample bass without bottoming out or running out of gas. IF you absolutely must use
mismatched subs, it's important to try to chose models with a similar low frequency roll off
slope. In other words if your front wall is 20 ft wide, place each sub about 5 ft from each side
wall close to the front wall. Figure 1 works extremely well especially if you only have one row of
seating located a few feet off the back wall. Another option that works fairly well is to place each
sub at opposite diagonal corners of the room as illustrated in Figure 2. I personally like placing
both subs up against the front wall in a stereo configuration. I have had excellent success with
this scenario, especially if the room has symmetrical side walls. Figure 1. Two Diagonal Subs
good. Figure 3. Figure 5. While these configurations work extremely well and usually better than
what I proposed in figures 1 and 2, they are often impractical in most rooms. The configuration
in Figure 4 is preferred over Figure 3 because it typically offers more SPL output. Recent
research per "Sound Reproduction" by Dr. Floyd Toole indicates that 4 subs each corner loaded
provides less frequency response variation and more overall output than placing each sub at
opposing midwall locations. This is really a great option to ensure maximum gain with
reasonably practical positioning. EQ can be used to flatten out any peaks in the response. Since
speakers are minimum phase devices, flattening out a peak will take the energy out of the room
and benefit ALL seats. If you cannot place your subs in either of the above recommended

configurations, do your best to use symmetry when pairing subwoofers like we show in the
above illustration. Using our technique of crawling for bass is a good way to find the proper
locations to place your subs. More advanced installers would benefit from using our subwoofer
placement guidelines, to get more specific on choosing the appropriate locations for the
subwoofers. Before reading on, we recommend checking out our recently added YouTube Video
discussion on how to connect multiple subwoofers to your AV receiver. For multiple subwoofer
outputs on your processor If you have multiple sub outs which is a rarity right now but
becoming more and more common on newer receivers , then your job is a little easier. Simply
connect an RCA cable from each sub out of your processor to each of your subwoofers. Next
configure the layout in your processor if given the option. For one subwoofer output on your
processor If your processor only has one sub out connection, you will need a male to female
y-splitter see Processor Y-Splitter picture below such as the Impact Acoustics Sonicwave
1-male to 2-female splitter. Next connect each subwoofer to the splitter via your RCA type
subwoofer cables. Choose quality interconnects that are well shielded and constructed. Again a
great subwoofer cable choice would be the Sonicwave Series from Impact Acoustics. Most
subwoofers that have two individual Left and Right inputs have one labeled mono or LFE and it
is usually the left one. Unless the manufacturer specifies otherwise, simply use the Left input.
Alternatively you can use a 1-female to 2-male y-splitter see Subwoofer Y-Splitter image below
and connect the female side to the subwoofer RCA cable and the male sides to the respective
left and right inputs. The first thing you need to do is go into the bass management menu of
your processor to properly configure your speakers and subwoofers. This is a good starting
point. More advanced users can experiment with crossover points to improve the subwoofer to
satellite speaker integration. If your receiver has a separate LFE setting, it's usually best to set it
for Hz which will allow you to reproduce the actual full bandwidth of the LFE channel. Speaker
Distance Using a tape measure, note the distances from each speaker with respect to the main
listening seat and write it down. Enter this information for each appropriate speaker in your
processor menu that relates to speaker distances. If your processor has multiple subwoofer
outputs and independent level and distance controls, input the respective distances of each
subwoofer. If your processor only has one subwoofer output or non independent trim settings
for each, you will need to do a little math. Take the average distance between each subwoofer
and the main listening position and enter that distance into your processor using the following
formula:. This is a staring point to try out. This should be repeated for the two or three most
important seats in your theater room until you find the best setting that works reasonably well
for all seats. Please note it is usually better to have independent delay control for each
subwoofer. Speaker Level Using an SPL meter set to c-weighted slow response, place the unit
point up at the ceiling at the appropriate ear height and location for the main listening seat.
Using the main front speakers as your reference channels, adjust the master volume until the
SPL meter reads 75dB when the left front speaker is playing the test tone. Next calibrate each
speaker to that 75dB reference. If your processor has independent multiple subwoofer outputs
and trim controls, set the sub level to within a few dB of the other channels. Next reconnect the
sub and disconnect the calibrated sub and repeat this process. Once you have completed the
level matching, connect up both subwoofers and lower the sub level control on the processor if
the level has jumped up when both subwoofers are playing the test tone. The most important
aspect is how it sounds after its all setup. Use bass intensive program material you are very
familiar with and take a listen. Make sure the bass sounds uniform and well integrated with the
rest of your speakers over the entire listening area. Movies may have a lot of bass, but it
generally isn't sustained long enough to be considered good test material. Feel free to adjust
sub level up or down to your taste and enjoy. Most modern day receivers and processors have
an auto setup option where you place a microphone at the main listening position s and have it
do all of the set-up for you. The results tend to be a mixed bag where most of these systems will
get channel levels and speaker distances correct, they will almost always identify speaker sizes
and crossover points incorrectly. It is highly recommended that should you decide to use such
a system to not follow the end results as a definitive guide but more as a starting point for you
to go in and customize to better suit the needs of your particular installation. Specifically, we
suggest verifying the speaker sizes and crossover points. Following the guidelines set forth in
this article will help you properly set up a multi-subwoofer home theater system. If done
correctly, using two or more subs will yield significantly better and smoother bass response for
all of the seats in your theater room. Getting the bass right can make a good home theater
system sound stellar, which will greatly enhance the enjoyment and wow factor for yourself and
your guests. The best way of achieving this is with multiple subs properly positioned and set
up. Gene manages this organization, establishes relations with manufacturers and keeps
Audioholics a well oiled machine. His goal is to educate about home theater and develop more

standards in the industry to eliminate consumer confusion clouded by industry snake oil.
Confused about what AV Gear to buy or how to set it up? PSB subs. Originally Published:
January 24, We are always preaching the more subs the better in a home theater system
particularly two to four for a variety of reasons such as; smoother bass response across a wider
listening area and increased dynamic range. Why Have Multiple Subwoofers? The Benefits of
Multiple Subwoofers for Home Theater Step 1: Choosing your subwoofers We get a lot of
questions about what types of subs to purchase for a multiple sub setup. How to Connect
Multiple Subwoofers Before reading on, we recommend checking out our recently added
YouTube Video discussion on how to connect multiple subwoofers to your AV receiver. Step 5:
Listen and Evaluate The most important aspect is how it sounds after its all setup. What About
Auto Set-Up? Recommendations Following the guidelines set forth in this article will help you
properly set up a multi-subwoofer home theater system. About the author: Gene manages this
organization, establishes relations with manufacturers and keeps Audioholics a well oiled
machine. View full profile. Read the Complete Thread. I don't think you want to adjust anything
after running Audyssey. I don't think an
2014 honda accord cargurus
typical rv wiring diagram
2016 chevy express
SPL meter will be terribly helpful for what you are trying to do. You can measure the response
with a SPL meter but it is very tedious. You would be much better off with a calibration
microphone and REW. I would like to know some additional setup info since I have 2
subwoofers in my theater. I currently have them setup like in figure 1 with both in the front
location. I'm going to try the midpoint location on the front and back wall since you indicate that
is the best location. My question is should I first do the subwoofer crawl with the one sub at the
front of the room, plug in the rear wall sub, run Audyssey MultiEQ, readjust levels with a SPL
meter to ensure each is at 75db? Just want to get the steps down so I'm not doing numerous
times to get this right Thanks for any help you can provide. Leo , post: , member: Thanks. Are
you planning to review the powered Triton speakers? Not a whole lot even if you can call those
subsâ€¦location location location. Subscribe to our newsletter.

